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Abstract

-)
Twelve fifth-and sixth-grade students were located who had much greater

difficulty underetanding "inductively structured" paragraphs (with the

main idea near the end). than understanding "deductively structured" para-
.

graphs (with the main idea near the beginning). Compared to other students

of equal overall reading ability, these students had difficulty in two other

tasks: (1) Understanding paragraphs that required changing an initial

Impression and (2) Finding a word to fit a list of attributes when the

most definitive attribute was last in the list. The results support the

I7hypothesis that there is a group of reading isa)iled children who can be

characterized as using a fixed-hypothesis text interpretation strategy and
--

who have diffidulty with inductive organizational structures that are
t

common in texts written for children.

e'
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CHILDREN WITH A PERSEVERATIVE TEXT INTERPRETATION STRATEGY:

THE EFFECT OF TEXT ORGANIZATION

Susan Kimmel and Walter H. NacGinitie

The reading comprehension processhas been,viewed in recent litera-

tUte within afritework of hypothesis testing (Collins, Brown, & Larkin,

1977; Rubin, 1977).. That is to say, in order to derive meaning from

text the reader muet construct tentative hypotheses for what the material

will be about. The reader must go through an active process 'of evaluation

and test various possible intetpretations of the text. The reader must

finally construct a plausible model that takes into account all of the

details in the text. If a promising interpretation fails to account ior

some aspect of the text, one has the options of accepting the interpreta-

tion as adequate in spite of its flaws or rejecting it as inadequate and

searching for other possible intepretations. Thus, a basic process in

comprehension is testing plausible hypotheses and evaluating goodness of

fit. A reader al4ears to comprehend a text when he or she is able to find

a configuration of interpretations that offers a coherent account for all

of the different aspects dthe text. To the degree that a reader fails

to find sudh a set of interpret'ations, the text will seem incomprehensible.

A
The model that a reader constructs for a text is based upon what has

0

been termed "schemata" in the literature on information processing. A

schema is an abstract description of a thing or an event. It characterizei

the typical relationship among its components and contains a slot for each

component that can .be instantiated (Pichert & Anderson, 1977). Schemata

eii;t for generalized concepts that underlie objects, situations, and

events. We saY that a schema "accounts for" a situation whenever the

situation can be interpreted as an instance of the schema (Rume1hart:&00,0----



Ortony, 1977). Interpreting a message, according to schema theory, involves

, a matching of information in the message to the slots in the schema. The

information entered into the slots is said to be subsUmed by the sChems.

Pichert and Anderson (1977), for example, asked college students to

take different perspectives on a story. One passage that the subjects were

asked to read was a sory about two boys who are playing hooky from school

and decide to eXplore'one of their homes. The subjects were all asked to

read the sane story, but one third of them were instructed to read the

story from the perspective of a potential home-buyer, one third were to

read it from the perspective of a burglar, and one third were given no

special perspective. The authors proposed that a burglary would contain

a loot subschema. Since the three bicycles and Dad's famous paintings men-

tioned in the story could be considered loot, the authors hypothesized that

these items were likely to be entered into slots in the loot subschema and

become part of the instantidtect,representation in memory for the story. On

the other'hand, the leaky roof mentioned in the passage cannot be subsumed

by a loot subschena (or other subschemata related to a burglary). The sub-

jects' recalls in the study varied according to the oriiginal perspective

taken. Subjects in each group noted and retained information that was most

relevant to the perspective taken.

The general form o241h1A..gbeery of information processing iS that

high-level schemata provide the "ideational scaffolding" (Ausubel, 1963)

for anchoring elements in text. Whether or not a detail will be sufficiently

processed to be remembered (or reconstructed in recall) depends upon whether

there is a niche for it in the structure. In line-with this interpretation,

the effects of perspective found by Pichert and Anderson were a result of

different high-level schemata providing slots for the different kinds of
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information contained in the text.

The application of schema theory as a framework for ricall of informa-
1

tion in text has led to a consideration of the reading comprehension pro-

cuss from the same point of view. One view of the comprehension of text

.is that it is a fop-down or conceptually-driven process (Adams & Collins,

1977; Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1977; Ausubel, 1963). Rather than ana-

lyzing a text component by component, she reader formulaies possible hy-

potheses for the meaning of the text and undergoes a process of accepting

or tejecting those hypotheses. According to this view, reading is conceived
-

of as a "psycholinguistit guessing game" (Goodman, 1976). The reader's ex-

pectations about the content of a text represent a form of preprocessing that

should make iubsequent analysis more efficient.

Another view of reading comprehension proposes that reading is a bottod

Alp process, one that is dita driven (Bobrow & Norman, 1975). According to

this view there is a series of processing stages, each corresponding to a

level of linguistic analysis. The processing begins with an analysis of

letter features, combines information to identify words, and constructs the

meanings of combinations of words.
ot

A third, interactionist, view of reading comprehension emphasizes that
*-

both top-down and bottom-up processes are necessary (Rumelhart, 1976). The

reader obtains information from an analysis of the initial portions of the
s

text and constructs hypotheses that guide further analysis. Often, even

the initial analysis is guided by the reader's goal or by expectations based

on the situational context (Kintsch, 1979).

Spiro (1979) has proposed that some poor readers develop a perticular

approach to the task of comprehension that over-emphasizes either top-down

or bottom-up processes. He proposes that soma readers tend to use more \*
A 4^%



"knowledge-based" processes while others rely on more "text-based" pro-

,

ceases. The top-down, or knowledge-based, reader relies too'imuch on

world knowledge and on hypotheses based upon earlier portions-of the

text. The bottomrup, or text-based, reader relies too much an details

in the text and fails to use world knowledge to guide text processinI
/

and to provide a framework for constructing the meaning of the text.

There appears to be a number of children whose reading compiehension

problems represent a particular type of overemphasis on top-dawn process-

ing. In order to derive meaning from text, a good reader constructs tenta-

tive hypotheses about the meaning of the text that has been read and about

the content yet to come. The hypotheses remain tentative until all of the

relAted-information has-been accounted for. The reader then constructs

a plausible model that takes into account all of the details in the text.

Oni particular type of poor reader forms hypotheses but fain to evaluate

and modify them appropriately on the basis.of subsequent text. Specifically,

these readers tend to formulate at the outset an hypothesis abo9 jthe mean-

ing of the text, then hold on to that interpretation rigidly in spite of

disconfirming information in the later text. Instead of testing this inter-
,

pratation against all of thenew information as they read, these readers

remain so inflexible that they may misperceive details in the text, conform-

ing them to the original interpretation rather than changing' the interprets-
,

tion.

It is the purpose of the present study to show that there is a group

of children with a reading comprehension disability who can be characterized

aa inflexible in their reading comprehension strategy and to explore the

effects of this inflexibility on the comprehension, aniOrecall oftextsf A

second purpose is to show that certain organizational structures, or "formulas"
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frequen ly used in writing for children are very difficult for this group ...

Ls
. ,

ofi tea to comprehend.

:
Through careful reading of a great many children's text1 from grade

ilr

'

lyvels 3 to 6, it became apparent that many of the passages were written

5

in a kind of inductive style. That is, initial sentences are used to

lead up to the main point of a paragraph; the main,point itself may be

stated at the end. There are several types of these inductive formulas.

These types include:

(1) Negationparagraphs in which a belief or idea is stated in the

beginning of the paragiaph and later said to be false.

lknal(2) oarparagraphs in which the topic,la thing, fact, or idea--

is explained by comparing it with another 'thing, fact, or idea, the

analog. There art two artypep: Direct Analogies and Opposite Ana-

logies. In a Direct Analogy, the similarity between the topic- and

the analog is described. In an Opposite Analogy, a contrast between

the topic and the analog is described. If the analog is mentioned

first in the paragraph, the inilexible reader is likely to cc:instruct

a meaning that fOcuses on the'' analog and omits or merely *appends the

topic.
.01m

(3) Examples-Topic (Explicit)--paragranhs in which instances of a
(

topic are stated followed by a concluding statement of the topic that

is supposed to tie the paragraph together.

(4) Examples-TopicjImplicit)--paragraphs in which instances of a

general topic are given,,but the unifying topic is not'explicitly

stated.

Examples of the four types of formulas follow:



Type (1): Negation

Perhaps you have heard someone say that people live on
Mars, that the planet is inhabited. You may have heard some-
one talk about men from Mars who were supposed to have come to
Earth in space ships called flying saucers. People have had
such imaginative notions about traveling Martians off and on
for centuries. As far all we know, there has never been-any
evidence to support such beliefs. (O'Donnell & Cooper, 1973,
p. 43).

Type (2): Analogy

When people overwork, they get very warm and perspire.
This helps make the body cooler. Birds, hoiiever, don't,

perspire through their skins. Heat and water leave their
:sodies through their mouths. When theyare very hot, they
open their mouths and breathe fast to get rid of heat. (Boning,

1976, Level E, Unit 4).

111,A(3): Examplis-Topic.(Explicit)

In a steamy forest, far 'the other side of the world,
huge elephants are pushing haa gs. On top of the world
dogs are running over deep snow, p g loaded sleds behind
them. And across far-off deserts c ls sway, carrying folded
tents and goods for trade. All over e world animals are '

--moving loads for people. (Pay, Ross PE, LaPray, 1978, p. 20).

Txpe (4): Examples-Topic (Implicit)

Usually the bones of birds' wings are hollow. This gives
the bone? strength without weight. The surface of the wing is
curved. The fact that the front edge_ of ihe wing is thicker
than the rear edge also makes_for-easier flight. (Boning, 1976,

_

Level Di Unit 2).

Deductively

Children's texts

for children who

'organized paragraph structures are also common in

. These deductive eitructures appear to,be much easier

use a perseverative text interpretlion strategy (and

perhaps for many good readers, too) to understand, for the reader's first

hypothesis about the main point of the paragraph is more likely to be

correct. Four such structures are reversed variants of the Examples-
..

Topic formula.
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(A) Topic-Examples--paragraphs in which a topic is introduced at

thel)egpning of the paragraph and followed by examples of different

typea.

(B) TNc-Details--paragraphs in which a concept (e.g., object, place,

personY is named at the beginning and followed by details that describe

it.

(C) Whole-Part--paragraphs in which a whole object or idea is named

at the beginning and followed by descriptions of its various parts.

(D) Statement-Reasons--par aphs that begin with a statement of a

fact or idea and continue with ntences that give reasons or explana-

tions to support the statement.

The following are examples of these deduc ve types of paragraph structures:

Type Aa Topic-Examples

Communities can be different in y ys. There are
communities with many people in them. These re called cities.
Some cities cover lots and lots Of land. Othe cities have

little land. Mbst cities are built near an oce or river. In

some communities there are fewer people. These communities may
have farms around them. They are called towns. (V Roekel &

Kluwe, 1973, p. 12).

Typo B: Topic-Details
\

There is a strange little worm in South American celled the
railroad worm. This little animal looks as if it is diVided into
parts. A light is on each part. When we look at the wo'çui at

night, it looks like a number of lighted train windows. Boning,

1976, Le411 D, Unit 3).

Type C: Whole-Part

In any forest, there are hundreds arid sometime, thousands
of living things which are related to one another. There are
plants, vines, herbs, mosses, shrubs, ferns', and mushrooms which .

grow in the forest. There are also hundreds of different kinds
of animals. One can find birds, insects, reptiles, and mammals
living in the forest. (O'Donnel & Cooper, 1973, p. 71).



Tr)* D: 'Statement -Reasons

There are many reasons why cattle stampede --a clap of
thunder, ;he howl of a-coYote, a flash of lightning; the
firing of le six shsoter, dui sight of a buffalo. Once

started, the blind, mad, terrible rush is a frightening

, thing to see. (Boning, 1976, Level D, Unit 4).

It woulerbe expected that readers who perseverate in applying an initial

004°
unconfirmed text interpretation would show better comprehension of de7)

ductive paragraph structures than of inauctive paragraph struciges.

Y)
Part I,- Group Screening

-1

Nat hod

Subjects included all available students in the fifth and.sixth

grade at a parochial schooljn a middle-class suburban community near

New York City. One hundred sixty-one subjects participated.

A screening,instrument was developed to locate children who persever-
;

. ate in text interpretation. The instrument consisted of 48 short expoei-

tory passages, three to four sentences in length, drawn from published

children's reading texts of approximately fourth grade reading'level.

There were 24 paragraphs-written in a deductive style and 24 paragraphs

written in an inductive style, sequenced randomly With the restriction
gip

that no more than threi.of the same type occurred in sequence. The para-

graphs included all of the variations in structure outlined above (Negation,

Analogy, Examples-Topic pxplicit and Implicit) for indUctive Paragraph

structures and the four variants of Examples-Topic for dedUctiVe paragraph

structures): Each paragraph 'was followed by,..a dultiple -choice question

that asked for the main idea of the paragraph. The questions appeared, on

the page following the paragraph.

Tha subjects were giVen the.48 paragraphs to read in their regular

classroom groups. The 48 paragraphs were given in two sessions - -24 on

.
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each of iwo consecutive days. 'IM.rections were'read to the children and

two sample paragraphs and questions following them were discussed. The

children were instructed dot to look back once they had finished reading

each paragraph. They were also told to ask for assistance in-reading

any, difficu/t words. The children proceeded at their own pace until all

paragrapte and questions were'compreted.

Results. The Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 reliability of the subset

of 24 Deductive items was .875, the reliability of the subset of inductive

items was .821, and the intercorrelation of the raw scores on the two

subsets of items was .720. The reliability of the Deductive-Inductive

difference score was estimAted from these values as .467. The number

right on the Deductive paragraphs and the number.right on the Inductive

paragraphs were calculated fOr each student and converted to a regressed

standard score. The 12 children with the largest difference score (many

more errors on inductive paragraphs) were selecte,for further study.

Part II - Individual Assessment
4

Method

The children selected on the basis of large-difference scores were

4entatively identified as the Perseverative Group. A Comparison dxOup

was formed by individually matching other children with children in the

Perseverative Group on the sum of their regressed standard scores for

the deductive paragraphs and the inductive paragraphs. Each child selected

for the Comparison Group had a regressed standard sdore on the inductive

paragraphs that was as similar as possible to his or her own regressed

standard score on the deductive paragraphs. Thus, the Comparison droup

had an overall reading ability on the test materials equal to that of the

Perseverative Group but did not show any tendency to have particular .
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difficulty with inductively structured text. Table 1 shows the results'

of this matching.

5.

Table 1

Mean Regressed Standard Scores of Children in the Perseverative

-and Comparison Groups on Two Types of Paragraph Structure

Deductive Deductive
Deductive Inductive Minus Plus

Group Paragraphs Paragraphs Inductive Inductive

Perseverative 53.974 40.106 13,868 94.080

Comparison 46.536 47.088 -0.553 93.624

Materials. Three,tasks were usedin the individual assessment of

the subjects in the Perseverative and Comparison Groups.

task 1--Ten paragraphs were constructed with the intention of mis-

leading readers who tend to perseverate in applying an initial unconfirmed

text interpretation. Each paragraph was designed to evoke a plausible
4111

hypothesis at the beginning Of the text and eventually make it clear

that another interpretation was mecessary. The paragraphs thus encouraged

the reader to formulate hypotheses at the outset and then required the

reader to change those hypotheses in over to construct a reasonable

interpretation for the entire paragraph. The followi4g is an example

of one of these twelve paragraphst

It was the first day of school. Teddy seemed a bit nervous.
Mom took him to school just the same. We were all pleased that
Teddy was going. We knew it would do him a lot of goo&to learn
new things. It was important that Teddy be trained properIy-for
the show next Spring. A prize at the dog show would make the
whale family proud of Teddy. And this school was highly recommended.
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Each of the ten paragraphs was followed by a multiple choidi question that

tested whether' the incorrect interpretation that was encouraged in the

beginning had been appropriately revised by the time the entire paragraph

had been read. For example, the following question was asked after the

paragraph above:

Where is Teddy going today?

a) to an elementary school
b) to a show
c) to a dog show
d) for a walk

Task 2 --Each child was given four of the original indUctive paragraphs

to read ,5,1ent1y. After each paragraph, the child was asked to tell the

examiner what the paragraph was about. The recalls were recorded on a

portable cassette player. In addition, ihe recalls were probed by the

examiner in order to clarify tfie nature of the child's understanding.

Task 3 --The subjects were given an adaptation of a "children s word -

finding test" develdPed by Pajurkova, Orr, Rourke, and Finlayson (1976).

Pajurkova, et al., developed this test to discriminate between A group

of nine- and tan-year old learning disabled children and a normal compari-

aon:group. In the adaptation constructed for the purposes of this study,

each word-finding item was a paragraph consisting of four sentences each

containing the nonsense word Arobnick. The child's task was to read the

four sentences silently and name the real worp that could be substituted

for the nonsense word. TWenty such paragraphs were constructed. Ten of

these paragraphs were written in an "inductive" version and ten in a "deduc-

tive" version. In an "inductive" version, the initial sentence gave a

general characteristic of the target word-concept--a characteristic that

could apply to many other word-concepts. The other three sentences then
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presented progressively more criterial characteristics. The following is

an example of an item written in an "inductive" version:

Every school has grobnicks. You can learn from a grobnick.
A grobnick can make youta better reader. A grobnick scan give
you homework.

In a "deductive" version, the most criterial characteristic was presented

first; the other characteristics followed. The following is the same item

as above written in a "deductive" version:

A grobnick can give you homework. Every school has grobnicks.
You can learn from a grobnick. A grobnick can make you a better
reader.

In the aceUal task, only one version ("deductive" or "inductive") of

i

*any given item was used. The dauctive versions were included to kegyhe

children grom establishing a strategy of rejecting.the mos6ikely first

i
guess.

Procedure. Each of the students in the Perseverative and Comparison

Groups was tested individually. In the first session, the students were

given the ten "misleading" paragraphs of Task 1 to read silently. The

corresponding multiple choice questions were on separate pages following

each paragraph. The students were not permitted to look back at the para-

graph when answering the question. Next, they were given the paragraphs in

Task 2 to read silently and recall. Recall followed the reading of each

paragraph. The students were asked to tell the examiner what they could

remember about each paragraph it was about. In the final session,

the students were given the it.!:11- in Task 3, the adaptation of the chil-

dren's-word-finding test. The items were presented in the same random

sequence to all students. After reading each item silently, the student

told the examiner what he or she thought a grobnick was, and the examiner

recorded the response.

1 6



Results

13

A t-test- was performed on the paired scores of the Perseverafive

and Comparison Groups on the ten Task 1 paragraphs. The results showed

a sigdificant difference in favor of the Comparison Group (t(22)2.48;

p <.05).

The recalls of the Inductive passages (Task 2) were analyzed for

each of the subjects in the Perseverative and Comparison Groups. The

purpose of the recall analysis was to determine if readers with a per-

severative interpretation strategy tend to stage main idea information

later in their recalls of inductively structured paragraphs than do

matChed Comparison*Subjects (or leave out main idea inforviation entirely).

A word or group of key words that was central in expressing accurately

the' main Alea of the paatitaph was detertlned for each of the,paragrapha

For each recallthe number of words preceding the key words and the t6ial

number of words in the recall were both counted, and the proportion of

words preceding the key words was calculated. If the key words did not

appear at all in the students' recall,*the proportion was assigned a value

of 1.00. For statistical analysis, the proportions were converted to arc

sin values. A difference score (between arc sin values) for the matched

pairs of students in the Perseverative and Comparison Groups was calculated.

for each paragraph individually and for the set of four paragraphs. There

was a significant difference in the predicted direction (t(22)2.31; p<.05)

in the location of the main idea information in the case of only one of

the four paragraphs. The difference fot the set of four paragraphs was not

significaat.

A t-test was performed ot the imired scores of the Perseverative

Group.and Comparison Group students on the "inductive" word-finding itema
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of Task 3. The results showed a significant difference in the performance
4

of the 'Perleverative and Comparison Groups (t(22)1112.73; p < .01).

Discussion

The results of this study support the hypothesis that there are

readers who use a perseverative text interpretation strategy. The twelve

If

subjects Who had the iargest difference scores on the screening test per-

formed on Task 1 and Task 3 as if they were consistently using such a

strategy. The lack of a significant effect on recall in Task 2 may have

beet due to the instructions given to the subjects for recall. The

instructions were not specific enough, and often resulted in a short

summary statement rather than a full recall. In such a summary' statement,

the relative location of the key words of the main idea is probably not a

good indication of the importance assigned to the idea by the student.

It is important to note that the screening instrument in the pilot

study used paragraphs actually drawn from children's texts. The pare-

graph structures, or "formulas," discussed earlier, that tend/to mislead

Children who use such a perseverative strategy, are commonly found in

material that children are expected to read in school.

It seems likely that many students who'use a perseverative text

interpretation strategy might be taught to evaluate their initial hypoth-
,

eees as they continue reading. One possible approach to such instruction

might be to giveithe.child guided practice in recognizing the various

inductive text organization "formulas" that give the student particular
NN

difficulty. Informal-vork with a,,,,few students suggests that some can fair-

i'

a Aly readily learn to recognize an iespond appropriately tegation formulas

that begin. with "some people thixs thA...," or same similar farm.
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If children with a perseverative text interpretation strategy can

learn more flexible reading strategies, the work reported here has con-

siderable promise, for a screening instrument for locating such children

is now available. While the instrument has only modest reliability at

present, it can readily be lengthened and can be refined on the basis of

current item data. One possibilAy that needs to be explored is that

thi various inductive formulas define distinct subtests within the screen-

ing instrument; 4t is possible that some children with a perseverative

text interpretation strategy find one or more of the formulas particularly

difficult relative to the others.

Indeed, one must not conclude prematurely that the group identified
Li

by the screening instrument is a unitary group with a single tYpe of read-

ing strategy. While the Perseverative Group did sighificantly worse than

the Cawarison Group on both the misleading passages and the "inductive"

Word-finding items, there was4considerable variability within the Persevera-

tive Group. One queition that needs further e*ploration is the range of

tasks to which particular children apply a perseverative strategy. Informal

investigation suggests that at least some of the children in the Persevera-
,

tive Group apply the perseverative Strategy when they listen to written

language that is read to them. Soue of the children may extend the per-

severative strategy to problem solving in other domains. The nature of

the perseverative strategy (or strategies) itself needs further exploration

leading to a better theory of this type of behavior.

It is important to realize as well, that there were also some children

who did relatively well on the inductively structured paragraphs of the

%

screening instrument. The reading strategies of these children have not

set been studied. Presumably they are children who reserve judgment and
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are able to remember and keep tentative their possible interpretations

until they are able to construct a model of the entire paragraph that

best fits some particular set of possible interpretations. Again the

ralie.of taska to which they might extend this strategy is an important

question.

One speculative but intriguing way of" thinking about the children'

who use a perseVerative strategy and those who are relatively extreme in

reserving judgment is to note that their success in laboratory tasks,

school, and life will depend on the extent to which performance on the

tasks they encounter is facilitaiee
/1
or hindered by the particular strategy

the children consistently follow. .If all the paragraphs in a test, or

task, or life begin with a topic sentence, the children who use a persevere-

tive strategy might do relatively well. It will be important,to study how

well children, whose past experiences has led them to use a given strategy

too consistently, can learn
(
to be more fle:S.ile in choosing a strategy

that is most appropriate for the task.
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